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   Keep Your Equipment Corrosion Free With Salt Away 
 

Remove Salt (Sodium Chlorides) from your equipment  
 
Salt-Away is the best solution to save your vehicles from salt (sodium chloride) damage.                                             
Living on an Island, we are subject to chlorides on a daily basis from the trade winds and ocean spray. 
 
Fact: Water alone will not remove salt 
 

Solution: Treating the undercarriage, wheel wells, wheels, fenders, bumpers, or any part of your vehicle with         
Salt-Away works to protect against salt corrosion and reduces costly repairs caused by the corrosive action of salt.  
 
Where there is salt on surfaces, corrosion will begin due to salt holding moisture and working as an electrolyte        
to allow the corrosion a fast path or freeway of corrosion electrons to flow more readily from the metals that the 
mixture lies against. 
 
Salt Away foams the same as soap, removes salt from surfaces. Standard automotive washes do similar cleaning 
chores, but they are not made to remove salt. Sure, on the surfaces where the paint can be seen, the salt residual      
is lifted away when you sponge soap on the surfaces…that action pushes the salt or lifts it up into the soap and 
water, but when that same soap and water is rinsed, the salt, soap and water mix goes into the cracks and crevices 
and rests. Salt Away excels at removing salt build up from not only the surfaces you see on your car or truck, but 
also lifts salt from the areas where corrosion starts, in between the chrome trim, rubber weather stripping and the 
sheet metal of your vehicle. 
 
For best results, first remove mud, dirt, and other debris so Salt-Away can be applied directly to the metal. 

Salt-Away should be applied last, just before the drying process. Contains Rinse Aid.                                                      
Rinsing product off vehicle not required. Not recommended to mix with the detergent.   

When you see cars and trucks that have corrosion and rust around door handles, window frames, cracks and      
crevices, the reason is the salt rests in these areas to fast track the corrosion process and allowing the metal to         
be eaten away by rust and corrosion. Use of Salt Away as a final rinse will stop this from occurring and help you 
get more years from your car or truck and keep your car or truck rust and corrosion free.  If you have existing  
Rust—Apply CarWell CP90 to prevent and control further rusting. 
 

Apply with Salt-Away Mixing Unit connected to garden hose to safely remove salt from all 
surfaces. Attach Mixing Unit (SAM) to spray nozzle or pressure washer to dispense.  

 

 

Note: 

Go to Products Link on our site for details on Salt Away. 
Go to Buy Now Link on our site for retail locations. 
Go to Contact Link on our site for industrial sales and further questions. 

Recommended product for first time 
user: SAM32-M Combo Kit 


